Honors Research Seminar
HIST 3995
Spring 2017

Clio, Muse of History, by Charles Meynier, 1798

Wed 3:30-6:00pm
137 Schaeffer Hall (SH)
Professor Richard (Tyler) Priest, Department of History

Email: tyler-priest@uiowa.edu
Office: 113 SH, 319-335-2096
Office Hours: Wed 1:00-3:00pm, Thus 3:30-4:30pm, or by appointment
Bio: http://clas.uiowa.edu/history/people/r-tyler-priest
http://typriest.com/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/TylerPriest64
Professor Elizabeth Heineman,
Chair/DEO, Department of History
Contact: elizabeth-heineman@uiowa.edu, 170 SH, 319-335-2330
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The History Honors Thesis
This seminar is designed to help you develop and write your History Honors
Thesis, http://clas.uiowa.edu/history/undergraduate/honors. The honors
thesis is a thirty-to-forty page research paper based on primary sources that
offers an original argument about its subject. Thesis writers set their own
research agenda, undertake a more sophisticated project than is possible in a
regular course, and complete their undergraduate careers with a substantial
accomplishment. Ideally, it should be a publishable work. (A possible venue is
the Iowa Historical Review, http://ir.uiowa.edu/iowa-historical-review/. By the
end of the semester, you will have identified the project, examined sources,
prepared an outline, and drafted a chapter or extended introduction. During the
summer, you are expected to continue work on the thesis and complete any
archival work necessary. In the fall semester you will enroll in History 3396:
Senior Thesis. A committee of three, including the student’s thesis advisor and
two other faculty members, will evaluate the finished thesis. Honors theses are
kept permanently in the libraries of the Honors Center and the History
Department. Each year, the department awards a monetary prize for the most
distinguished Honors thesis (Stow Persons Award). Apart from the pleasure and
challenge of researching and writing a substantial essay that makes a
contribution to the historical profession, the Honors thesis can often serve as an
impressive writing sample to strengthen applications to professional and
graduate school.
List of recent History Honors Theses:
https://clas.uiowa.edu/history/undergraduate/honors/recent-history-honorstheses.
Photos of History Honors students’ poster presentations at the Fall 2016
Undergraduate Research Fair, via Hawkeye History Corps Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/pg/hawkeyehistorycorps/photos/?tab=album&al
bum_id=1432203593490709.
The Honors Research Seminar
This semester we will work together on helping you identify a suitable project,
focusing your topic, developing a research strategy, building a working
bibliography, and generating and evaluating portions of the thesis itself. The
class will be held workshop-style, meaning that it will emphasize collaborative
thinking and supportive mutual critiques and feedback. Even though each of
you will be developing your own independent thesis, the class meetings will
provide platforms for you to test your ideas, refine arguments, and debate the
results of your research. To make this work and to reap the benefits, you must
come prepared to participate in discussion, whether your work is specifically on
the week’s agenda or not.
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The Thesis Advisor
Each honors student chooses a history faculty member who specializes in the
field of the student’s research interests to be his/her honors thesis advisor. The
advisor assists the student in the development of the project, suggests sources,
reads chapters, and is responsible for the student’s final grade at the end of the
fall semester. It is critical that students meet regularly with their advisors; both
student and advisor will be asked to sign a contract specifying the thesis topic,
and a commitment to meet at regular intervals during the fall semester. The
honors seminar is not a substitute for direct guidance from the thesis advisor.
But the director of the honors seminar is available to assist students in finding an
advisor and to offer critical assistance on the structure, organization, and process
of the thesis project.
Honors Credit
In order to graduate with Honors in History, a student must enroll in History
3995 for three hours of credit, and History 3996 for an additional three hours, i.e.
a total of six. You will be graded for your work in this seminar with the
understanding that you will finish your honors thesis in Fall 2016.
If you are a University Honors student, completing the Honors Thesis
completely satisfies your Level 2: Experiential Learning requirement,
http://honors.uiowa.edu/current-students/honors-in-the-major.
Here is an explanation of how to submit your Honors Thesis,
http://honors.uiowa.edu/current-students/honors-in-the-major/thesis.
Here is the application to graduate with Honors in the Major,
http://honors.uiowa.edu/current-students/honors-in-the-major/application.
Writing an Honors Thesis is the most challenging work you will do as an
undergraduate, and the most exhilarating. The conversations we will have with
one another over the course of the semester about your respective topics will
spark new ideas and insights and improve your writing. Sharing your writing
with a community of informed and caring readers, you can – if you make the
necessary investment of time and energy – produce your very best work.
Required Texts
The following books are available for purchase at Prairie Lights Bookstore:
Jeremy D. Popkin, From Herodotus to H-Net: The Story of Historiography (Oxford,
2015)
Jenny L. Presnell, The Information-Literate Historian: A Guide to Research for History
Students 2nd Ed. (Oxford, 2013)
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Additional readings are posted in PDF form on the ICON course website.
Format
The first part of the semester will be devoted to discussions about historiography
(the “history of history”) and historical methodology, visits to three nearby
archives to learn about discovering and working with primary documents, and
selecting a working thesis topic. During the second half of the semester, we will
continue to discuss how to work with different kinds of historical sources, start
thesis research in earnest, and prepare drafts to workshop in class. By the end of
the semester, you should have a well-defined topic and be on a path toward
competing your research.
This is a workshop-style class; hence coming to class well prepared and ready to
participate actively is essential for your individual success and will make our
seminar more productive for everyone. We meet only once a week, so an
unexcused absence will adversely affect your grade. If you are unable to attend
class because of illness, authorized University activities, or other circumstances
that warrant special attention, you must notify me by email or telephone at the
earliest possible opportunity or within 24 hours of missing the class. Only an
excused absence entitles students to make up graded work. You are allowed one
excused absence for short-term illness without medical documentation, provided
that you notify me by email within 24 hours of missing the class. For illness that
requires you to miss class more than two classes, you must provide
documentation for the absence, which may include a list of appointments from
MyChart. For long-term absences (generally, more than five days of classes), I
will require a notification from the Registrar of the reasons for the absences.
Even though not doing the readings and being unprepared to participate in class
discussions will earn you a “0” for that week, it is still better to come to class than
skip altogether (“-“) and deprive yourself of the opportunity to learn. Arrive to
class on time and be attentive for the entire period. If you arrive late, come in
quietly – but don’t make arriving late a habit. During class time, do not chat
with neighbors, read materials unrelated to class, eat or drink noisily, or
otherwise disturb the meeting. All phones and handheld devices must be
stowed away during class time. Silence all cell phones before you enter the
room. Do not answer phones or send/check messages during class. At all times,
please be respectful of classmates and the professor. The goal is to learn from
others’ ideas in an open, tolerant atmosphere.
We will be using the UIowa Canvas Course Management Website,
https://uiowa.instructure.com to manage materials for the class. The syllabus,
website links, announcements, and grades can all be accessed through Canvas.
Remember to check the Canvas course website regularly. You should also check
your UIowa email account daily for messages or updates from me on the course.
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This will be my principal means of communicating with you outside of class.
All work done for this course must abide by the university’s academic honesty
policy, which covers such matters as plagiarism, cheating and unauthorized
collaborative work (see below). Make sure you are familiar with the provisions
of the academic honesty policy. If you have any questions about how it affects
any assignment in this course, consult with me before you turn in the
assignment.
If a personal crisis affects your ability to complete the course or affects an entire
semester’s registration, you should immediately contact CLAS Academic
Programs and Student Development (120 Schaeffer Hall). Students may call or
stop by to make an appointment.
Attendance
I will take class attendance every period. Grading criteria is as follows:
10 – No more than 1 unexcused absence during the semester
9 – No more than 2 unexcused absences during the semester
8 – No more than 3 unexcused absences
7 – No more than 4 unexcused absences
6 – No more than 5 unexcused absences
0 – More than 5 unexcused absences
“F” for class – More than 10 unexcused absences
Participation
Participation will be evaluated in a number of ways, including timely arrival to
class, oral participation, and occasional in-class assignments:
10 – frequent and insightful participation demonstrating a consistently high level
of preparation and intellectual effort
8-9 – frequent and informed participation in class discussion that indicates good
preparation
7-8 – infrequent participation in discussion that reflects merely adequate
preparation and effort
6 – infrequent participation and inadequate preparation
5 or below – little-to-no participation
Evaluation
At A Glance:
Assignment
Attendance
Participation
Assignment 1 – Book summary
Assignment 2 – Popkin notes 1
Assignment 3 – Popkin notes 2

Due Date
Ongoing
Ongoing
1/25
1/25
2/8

Points/Percentage
10 points (10%)
10 points (10%)
5 points (5%)
5 points (5%)
5 points (5%)
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Assignment 4 – Working ideas
Assignment 5 – UI Special Collections
Assignment 6 – IWA
Assignment 7 – Prelim Proposal
Assignment 8 – Revised Proposal
Assignment 9 – Outline/Prelim Draft
Assignment 10 -- Expanded Draft
Total

2/8
2/13
2/20
2/28
3/27
4/14
5/8

5 points (5%)
2.5 points (2.5%)
2.5 points (2.5%)
10 points (10%)
10 points (10%)
15 points (15%)
20 points (20%)
100 points (100%)

Course Letter Grade:
There will be 100 points possible in the course, corresponding to the percentages
listed above. Your final grade will be calculated according to the following scale:
100-93 – A
92-90 – A89-87 – B+
86-83 – B
82-80 – B79-77 – C+
76-73 – C
72-70 – C69-67 – D+
66-63 – D
62-60 – D59 - -- F
Additional Resources
Our University has many resources for assisting students in their academic work.
In addition to the University’s resources, the History Department has its own
Teaching and Writing Center. All members of the Center’s staff hold an MA in
History, and all have teaching and grading experience in this department; they
are well attuned to departmental expectations as well as the general standards of
good writing. They are available to help at all stages of the writing process. The
Center is located in 303 SH, phone 319-335-2584 and is open during most normal
business hours. I encourage you to make an appointment or take advantage of its
drop-in service. The Center’s website, http://clas.uiowa.edu/history/teachingand-writing-center, has extensive information about writing history paper.
The University also has resources for students experiencing non-academic
difficulties, such as personal or emotional strain. The University Counseling
Service offers confidential consultation for students. You may phone them at
355-7294, M-F 8-5. After hours, phone the Crisis Center at 351-0140. I encourage
you to take advantage of all academic and non-academic services offered by the
University. Your tax and tuition dollars pay for them – don’t feel shy about using
them!
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Undergraduate Research Funding
The Department of History has a limited amount of funding to support summer
research travel to libraries or archives beyond Iowa City. Details will be
discussed in class.
Listed below are University of Iowa scholarships to support undergraduate
research. I will sponsor and work with anyone in this course interested in
applying. Procedures will be discussed in class.
Stanley Undergraduate Awards for International Research
http://international.uiowa.edu/funding/students/awards/stanley/undergrad
uate (deadline February 6)
Excellence in Undergraduate Research
http://www.uiowa.edu/icru/article/excellence-undergraduate-researchawards (deadline February 3)
Iowa Center for Research by Undergraduate (ICRU) Fellowship
http://www.uiowa.edu/icru/article/icru-research-fellows-programinformation
The Dewey Stuit Fund for Undergraduate Research
http://clas.uiowa.edu/students/scholarships/dewey-stuit-fundundergraduate-research (deadline April 15)
Ferentz Undergraduate Fellowships for Research
http://clas.uiowa.edu/students/scholarships/ferentz (deadline December)
Kay Keeshan Hamod Award for Scholarship in History (must be University
Honors)
https://honors.uiowa.edu/hamod-award (deadline October)
Honors Travel Grants for Experiential Learning (must be University Honors)
https://honors.uiowa.edu/travel-grants (no deadline)
See complete list of scholarships listed at the University of Iowa Scholarship
Portal, https://uiowa.academicworks.com/ (most deadlines for CLAS
scholarships are February 2).

SCHEDULE
Wed 1/18 - Introductions
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Wed 1/25 – Discussion: The History of History Before the 20th
Century

Reading: Popkin, From Herodotus to H-Net, pp. 1-91
Assignment 1: Summary of your favorite book about history and explanation of
what you like about it (Scholarly), 250 words (1 page double-spaced). Due in
Canvas before class.
Assignment 2: Summary description of each of the first four chapters from
Popkin, 100 words for each chapter. Due in Canvas before class.

Wed 2/1 – Archives Visit I: State Historical Society of Iowa (402 Iowa
Avenue, corner of Iowa and Gilbert)
Reading: “An Informal History of the State Historical Society of Iowa (SHSI)”
(PDF); Tyler Priest, “Iowa History is At Risk,” Des Moines Register (March 4,
2016), http://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/opinion/columnists/iowaview/2016/03/04/iowa-history-risk/81265762/; UI Libraries, Resources for
Researching Historical Primary Materials,
http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/sc/resources/researchresources/; State Historical
Society of Iowa, https://iowaculture.gov/history/ (not a very useful website,
but you might look at it anyway)

Wed 2/8 – Discussion: The History of History in the 20th Century

Reading: Popkin, From Herodotus to H-Net, pp. 97-222
Assignment 3: Summary description of chapters 5-8 from Popkin, 100 words for
each chapter. Due in Canvas before class.
Assignment 4: Working ideas for research project (250 words). Due in Canvas
before class.
Monday 2/13 - Assignment 5: Browse list of collections at UI Archives and
Special Collections and select one to examine during the visit,
http://collguides.lib.uiowa.edu/search.php. Email selection to me by Monday,
2/14, 9am.

Wed 2/15 – Archives Visit II: UI Archives and Special Collections
(UI Main Library, 2nd Floor)
Monday 2/20 - Assignment 6: Browse list of collections at IWA and select one to
examine during the visit, http://collguides.lib.uiowa.edu/results.php?repo=5.
Email selection to me by Monday, 2/20, 9am.

Wed 2/22 – Archives Visit III: Iowa Women’s Archive (IWA) (UI
Main Library, 2nd Floor)
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Website: Review Iowa Women’s Archives website,
http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/iwa/, especially “History and Mission,”
http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/iwa/, and “Timeline,”
http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/iwa/timeline/.
Monday 2/27 - Assignment 7: Preliminary Research Proposal (500 words)
Proposal should include description of topic, research questions (see p. 13 of
Presnell), and list of at least three secondary sources. Due in Canvas by 5pm.

Wed 3/1 – Discussion: Starting the Research Process
Reading: Presnell, The Information-Literate Historian, pp. 1-74

Wed 3/8 – Discussion: Discovering and Evaluating Primary Sources
Reading: Presnell, The Information-Literate Historian, pp. 75-167

Wed 3/15 – NO CLASS – SPRING BREAK
Wed 3/22 – Discussion: History and the Internet

Reading: Presnell, The Information-Literate Historian, pp. 168-194
Mon 3/27 – Assignment 8: Revised Research Proposal (500 words), due in
Canvas, 5pm. Should include research questions, expanded list of secondary
sources, and plan for primary research.

Wed 3/29 – Discussion: Non-Textual Sources; Proposals
Reading: Presnell, The Information-Literate Historian, pp. 195-284

Wed 4/5 – NO CLASS – Work on Outline and Preliminary Draft
Wed 4/12 – Individual Research Consultations
Fri 4/14 – Assignment 9: Outline and Preliminary Draft Due in Canvas, 5pm.
Further instructions to follow.

Wed 4/19 – Workshop on Paper Drafts (details TBA)
Wed 4/26 – Workshop on Paper Drafts (details TBA)
Wed 5/3 – “We-almost-made-it-to-the-end” Celebration
Reading: Presnell, The Information-Literate Historian, pp. 285-321
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Mon 5/8 – Assignment 10: Expanded Draft Due in Canvas, 5pm. Further
instructions to follow.

CLAS and University Policies:
Administrative Home
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences is the administrative home of this
course and governs matters such as the add/drop deadlines, the second-gradeonly option, and other related issues. Different colleges may have different
policies. Questions may be addressed to 120 Schaeffer Hall, or see the CLAS
Academic Policies Handbook at http://clas.uiowa.edu/students/handbook .
Electronic Communication
University policy specifies that students are responsible for all official
correspondences sent to their University of Iowa e-mail address (@uiowa.edu).
Faculty and students should use this account for correspondences (Operations
Manual, III.15.2, k.11).
Accommodations for Disabilities
The University of Iowa is committed to providing an educational experience that
is accessible to all students. A student may request academic accommodations
for a disability (which includes but is not limited to mental health, attention,
learning, vision, and physical or health-related conditions). A student seeking
academic accommodations should first register with Student Disability Services
and then meet with the course instructor privately in the instructor's office to
make particular arrangements. Reasonable accommodations are established
through an interactive process between the student, instructor, and SDS.
See https://sds.studentlife.uiowa.edu/ for information.
Academic Honesty
All CLAS students have, in essence, agreed to the College's Code of Academic
Honesty: "I pledge to do my own academic work and to excel to the best of my
abilities, upholding the IOWA Challenge. I promise not to lie about my academic
work, to cheat, or to steal the words or ideas of others; nor will I help fellow
students to violate the Code of Academic Honesty." Please familiarize yourself
with the university’s policy on academic dishonesty at
http://clas.uiowa.edu/students/handbook/academic-fraud-honor-code.
Plagiarism, a form of academic dishonesty, includes, but is not limited to,
intentional or unintentional use of direct quotes without proper attribution
and/or quotation marks; the use of someone else’s ideas without appropriate
attribution; and handing in someone else’s work as your own. You will submit
papers in electronic form to an ICON drop box that includes a plagiarism
detection function. Any student committing academic misconduct is reported to
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the College and placed on disciplinary probation or may be suspended or
expelled (CLAS Academic Policies Handbook).
CLAS Final Examination Policies
The registrar announces the final examination schedule for each class around the
fifth week of the semester. Final exams are offered only during the official final
examination period. No exams of any kind are allowed during the last week of
classes. All students should plan on being at the UI through the final
examination period. Once the Registrar has announced the dates and times of
each final exam, the complete schedule will be published on the Registrar's web
site.
Making a Suggestion or a Complaint
Students with a suggestion or complaint should first visit with the instructor
(and the course supervisor), and then with the departmental DEO. Complaints
must be made within six months of the incident (CLAS Academic Policies
Handbook).
Understanding Sexual Harassment
Sexual harassment subverts the mission of the University and threatens the wellbeing of students, faculty, and staff. All members of the UI community have a
responsibility to uphold this mission and to contribute to a safe environment that
enhances learning. Incidents of sexual harassment should be reported
immediately. See the UI Comprehensive Guide on Sexual Harassment for
assistance, definitions, and the full University policy.
Reacting Safely to Severe Weather
In severe weather, class members should seek appropriate shelter immediately,
leaving the classroom if necessary. The class will continue if possible when the
event is over. For more information on Hawk Alert and the siren warning
system, visit the Department of Public Safety website.

